A new technique for decidability of program logics is introduced. This technique is applied to the most expressive propositional program logic -mu-calculus.
proof is based on the reduction of a QPTL formula into a Biichi automaton, and performing equivalence transformations on these automata, formally justifying these transformations.
As an example of applicability of PST, we would like to consider Mu-calculus respect to an interpretation of the symbol a. The semantics of fixed point constructions is straightforward from their names -the least and the greatest fixed points with respect to the inclusion as a partial order on interpretations of propositional variables. But this semantics can be defined constructively too in accordance with the Tarski-Knaster theorem for the least and the greatest fixed points of a monotonic function over subsets of a set.
The second-order propositional dynamic logic (SO-PDL) is an extension of propositional dynamic logic (PDL) [6, 8] with quantifiers over propositional variables. The syntax of SO-PDL is constructed from a countable alphabet of (program) symbols and a countable alphabet of (propositional) variables too. The syntax consists of (program) schemata and (logical) formulae which are defined by mutual induction.
Schemata: Let us use the natural numbers extended by ~;i as labels. 
-PP.B(P) H VP.~B(TP).
So it is sufficient to consider so-called normal formulae of MuCfSO-PDL only -i.e. those formulae without equivalences and implications in which negations are applied to the proposition variables only. Similarly to MuC those formulas are monotonous [ 161. Hence for any normal formulae B and C, for any propositional variable p the following formulae are equivalent:
B(PP.~(P)) and ~P.(o(~(P) + P) + B(P)).
Similarly, for any normal formulae B and C, for any propositional variable p (i.e. p is absent in B and C) the following formulae are equivalent:
B(vP.~(P)) and ~P.(o(P + C(P)) A B(P)).
So all fixed points can be eliminated. 0
For any program schemata Sl and S2 let EQ(S1, S2) be a formula with the following semantics: EQ(S1, S2) is valid in a state s of a Kripke structure iff {t 1 (s, t) E ZO(Sl)}= {t I(& t) E w=)).
Lemma 2. PDL extended by EQ is undecidable.
Proof (sketch). EQ permits to check that in a Kripke structure the interpretations of some program symbols are commutative, some inverse. Those properties are sufficient for a simulation of counter-machines in terms of PDL, so PDL with EQ is undecidable. 0
Since PDL is expressible in MuC [ 10,161, we get as a consequence of Lemmas 1 and 2 the following theorems.
Theorem 1. SO-PDL is undecidable.
Proof. For any program schemata Sl and S2 the formula EQ(S1, S2) is equivalent to 
Program scheme technique and decidability
A Herbrand model (HM) for a formula or a scheme is a Kripke structure whose domain is the set T of all strings (including the empty string ;I) over the alphabet of program symbols which occur in this formula or this scheme and the interpretation for those program symbols is the concatenation, i.e. for any program symbol a and any string s the following holds: a(s) = as.
A (halting) assertion is a formula of SO-PDL in the form PREF < S > TRUE, where PREF is a quantifier prefix and S is a program scheme with simple tests only, i.e. all conditions are propositional variables.
Lemma 3. In Herbrand models, any formula of SO-PDL is equivalent to a halting assertion which can be constructed in linear time.
Proof. Let us present the following reduction algorithm which transforms any formula into a halting assertion. We would like to describe this algorithm in general in terms of global steps and give some remarks on a feature of each step.
The first step is an elimination of all complex tests as follows: for formulae B and C, for a new propositional variable p (i.e. which is absent in B and C) the formula B is equivalent to the formula 3p.
(o(p H C) A B(p/C))
where B( p/C) means substitution of p on place of each instance of C.
The next step is a so-called normalization, i.e. the elimination of all equivalences and implications and the filtration of the negation upto propositional variables in accordance with the traditional equivalences mentioned in the proof of Lemma 1. are equivalent then we can suppose without loss of generality that the formula A is a normal formula. Since normal formulae of combined logic are monotonous (similarly to MuC [ 161) then for any normal formulae B and C, for any propositional variable p the following formulae are equivalent:
B(~P.C(P)) and ~P.(o(C(P) + P) --) B(P)) B(vp.C(p)) and ~P.(o(P + C(P)) AB(p)).
So, we can eliminate all fixed points in BA and get a formula of SO-PDL which is valid in all Herbrand models iff the initial MuC formula is valid in all countable models. We would like to present an alternative research approach to a complete axiomatization of MuC. The idea of this approach is similar to [14] and consists in the design of a sound axiomatic system and a deductive strategy which establish the deductive equivalence of PDL and some fragments of MuC.
Let us consider another combined logic PDLfMuC and accept as the start point a complete axiomatization of PDL [8] . Let us denote this axiomatization by AS. We would like to add to AS the new axiom scheme and two new inference rules. The axiom scheme is the equivalence mentioned above in the proof of Lemma 1 and in the sketch of the proof of Lemma 6.
AXlpp.A(p) t-f vp.~A(lp).
The first inference rule is a PDL+MuC version of the equivalence
A(PP.~(P)) and ~P.(o(~(P) + P) + A(P))
mentioned in the proof of Lemma 1 and in the sketch of the proof of Lemma 6:
IR1 W~UB(P) + P) AA(P)
A(PP.B(P))
. So the strategy which consists in the application of IRl in down-up direction is to nest the least fixed points of a p-formula of PDL+MuC, this strategy leads from a p-formula of PDLfMuC to a validity equivalent formula of PDL. Since the axiomatization AS is complete then AS1 = AS+IRl is complete for ~-formulae of PDL+MuC.
Since each formula of MuC can be considered as a formula of PDL+MuC and AS1 is complete for PDLfMuC then pAS1 -the translation of AS1 in terms of MuC -is complete for p-formulae of MuC.
The last item of the theorem can be proved similarly based on the following fact:
IR2 is invertible for diamond formulae of PDL+MuC. The model-checking problem as a mathematical problem originated as an approach to specification and verification of finite state systems. A stream of publications on applied model-checking is very wide now and can be a subject for a separate survey.
We would like to point out [3] because of the importance of this paper for the verification practice. Furthermore, [3] demonstrates the following typical feature of applied computer-aided model-checking: MuC is an internal representation of external specifications and verification is done in terms of MuC' model-checking. The time bound for the direct model checking algorithm based on the constructive semantics of MuC is exponential on the length of a formula, and it turns out that the model-checking problem for MuC is an NP and co-NP problem [5] , in contrast with a lot of program logics which are decidable with a one-exponential time bound as MuC itself but have a polynomial model-checking algorithm. So, the problem of finding an expressive fragment of MuC with a polynomial model-checking algorithm arises. In [5] one of such fragments is presented and generalized: this fragment consists of normal formulae of MuC such that in each conjunction only one subformula has instances of propositional variables. The class of such fragments introduced in [4] has the following restriction: the alternation of the fixed points have to be bounded in each class. The new fragment of such kind is presented and generalized in [2] .
Another fragment of MuC with a polynomial model-checking algorithm is presented in [l] . This fragment consists of normal formulae such that all inner least fixed points are syntactical independent of all outer greatest fixed points. So, these formulae have no restrictions on the alternation of fixed points, neither on the discipline of modal operators or boolean connectives, but have the restriction on the dependence of fixed points. This fragment is more expressive than CTL [3] and PDL [6] . The correctness of this polynomial model-checking algorithm can be proved in terms of SO-PDL too.
